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MAPPING CÉZANNE

DRAWINGS AND WATERCOLORS ON PAPER
FROM ÉMILE DESLOYE
FABIENNE RUPPEN
Assistant Curator of Modern Art, Städel Museum, Frankfurt am Main

During the 19th century, an unprecedentedly rich variety of paper became available as a result of the Industrial Revolution. Technological innovations allowed
for a diversification of products, which enabled artists to choose from a wide
range of drawing supports. For example, the famous paper mills of Annonay
promoted their “papiers pour le dessin” [drawing paper] in a catalogue issued
in the year 1878 as follows:
La papeterie d’Annonay revendique la première marque française pour cet
article. Elle présente des papiers pour dessin à simple colle et à double colle,
à gros grain et à grain fin, très-estimés pour le lavis, l’aquarelle et le dessin au
crayon ; – une variété de demi-teintes en 80 nuances dégradées et mouchetées
artistiques, mécaniques et à la main ; des rouleaux de toute largeur pour les
études et les dessins de chemin de fer, et enfin du papier végétal à calquer, en
feuilles et en rouleaux, d’une transparence parfaite. 1

Different watermarks were used to identify the various types of paper. That
means that watermarks were used to identify not only the mill in which the paper
was produced, but also to specify its quality, color, and thickness. 2 The sheer
amount of different types of paper available during the 19th century, coupled
with the small number of mill archives preserved, makes it difficult to provide
an overview of all the watermarks that were in use at the time. In many cases
it has yet to be clarified which mill issued a certain watermark. Matters are
further complicated – as paper historian Louis André shows in his vital study
1

2

Exposition collective des fabricants de papiers d’Annonay, 7. This catalogue was jointly issued
for the Exposition universelle de 1878 by the four mills Canson et Montgolfier (Vidalon-lèsAnnonay), Johannot et Cie (Annonay), Montgolfier (Annonay), and Montgolfier frères (Annonay).
I am grateful to Marie-Hélène Reynaud for granting me access to the Archives du Musée des
Papeteries Canson et Montgolfier that hold a copy of this catalogue.
For a range of references provided by watermarks, see Gaudriault 1995, 26–28.
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on the development of the French paper industry – by the complex dynamics
between mills, distributors, and their clients (often wholesale merchants). 3 Also,
the increasing importance of brands, which could be advertised by authors of
widely circulated drawing manuals, encouraged the production of forgeries.
The overwhelming variety and the massive quantity of paper available may
be causes for a limited art historical exploration into the 19th-century mills and
their respective watermarks. 4 However, evidence shows that being perceptive
to the origins of the support material provides essential information about
any work of art executed on a specific type of paper. Looking at a group of
drawings and watercolors by Paul Cézanne (1839–1906), it becomes obvious
that Allan Stevenson’s use of “paper as evidence” 5 to analyze books from the
16th and 17th centuries can be applied with equal success to explore the work
of Cézanne and his contemporaries. Indeed, by analyzing a material support
such as paper it is possible to obtain valuable knowledge about the original
context of a work of art.
With regard to Cézanne’s activity, such leads are of particularly great importance, since only a small number of his drawings and watercolors are signed
and even fewer are dated by his hand. Because the evidence is just as tenuous
for his paintings, attempts to date Cézanne’s works posthumously have hitherto
mainly been based on stylistic evidence and often remain speculative. 6 In light
of the sparseness of objective reference points, it is all the more crucial to take
into account all available strands of evidence. The material Cézanne used – in
this case the paper support – contains decisive clues for verifying and revising
previous assumptions about the circumstances of execution. For instance, a
careful study of the paper makes it possible to reconstruct the original structure
of now-dismantled sketchbooks and to establish which groups of works were
done on paper from the same block or batch. This approach reveals previously
unknown interrelations between specific works of art, which in turn provide
new indications about the place and time in which they were executed. 7
3
4
5
6
7

See André 1996. Whereas this detailed study focuses on the development of the French paper
industry, André provides a first overview specifically devoted to French drawing paper during
that era in a recent article; see André 2011.
There has been significantly more art historical research on 19th century British paper, especially
on paper produced by Whatman; see for example Fairbanks Harris/Wilcox 2006.
See Stevenson 1961.
Cézanne mainly signed his works when he intended to give them to a friend or when they
were acquired by a collector, or meant for an exhibition; see Ratcliffe 1960, 264; Rewald 1996,
entries nos. 82 and 123.
For a detailed study on reconstructing original entities based on paper qualities, see Ruppen
2018. I first demonstrated the potential of “paper affinities” in a case study; see Ruppen 2017b.
For an overview of three watermark groups, see Ruppen 2019.
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Cézanne’s Paper Supports

Out of a total of some 2100 works on paper by Cézanne known today, almost
half – about 990 – were done in sketchbooks. 8 For about forty others, he used
everyday materials as a support, including writing paper and the blank versos
of plates he had taken from fashion and art magazines, or from popular science
publications. 9 However, most drawings and watercolors (approximately 1070)
were produced on loose drawing paper. Faith Zieske – a former paper conservator at the Philadelphia Museum of Art who looked at some forty watercolors
by Cézanne for a first serious study of his pigments and drawing papers – noted
that he usually picked a French standard size called raisin, measuring roughly
63 x 48 cm. 10 However, Cézanne would rarely work on full sheets. One mainly
comes across half-sheets, measuring about 31.5 x 48 cm. Their irregular edges
suggest, that Cézanne himself cut or tore the full sheets in two, apparently
preferring a smaller format. 11
One faces several challenges in order to clarify the origins of those loose
drawing papers as well as to reunite half-sheets. Firstly, not every paper that
was sold had a watermark, and often there was only one per sheet, typically
placed in the center, in a corner or running along one edge. 12 Hence, many of
Cézanne’s supports, especially the divided sheets, do not have a watermark.
Secondly, it is tricky to identify the altogether 221 watermarks recorded by the
author of the present article so far and, what is more, to ascertain which ones are
countermarks, i.e. second watermarks that came into use as a pair with a main
mark on a full sheet. 13 Unfortunately, there are no comprehensive watermark

8
9

10
11
12
13

For an analysis of the paper origin of most works on paper known by Cézanne today, see
Ruppen 2018.
Cézanne worked on the blank versos of plates from illustrated magazines such as La Mode
illustrée and L’Artiste same as from Amédée Gréhan’s multi-volume publication La France
Maritime and from a drawing manual by François Hippolyte Lalaisse. For a first selected
overview, see Ruppen 2017a, 223–224; for discussions of manuals as a support material for
Cézanne’s drawings, see Shelley 2014, 111–112, and Ruppen 2020; for a detailed study on all
works Cézanne executed on everyday materials, see Ruppen 2018, 103–125.
See Zieske 2002.
See Ruppen 2017a, 221. For the first reconstruction of a former full sheet based on watermarks,
see Ruppen 2017b, 97.
On the usage and placement of watermarks in France, see Gaudriault 1995, 28–30, 33.
On countermarks, see ibid., 28. Countermarks commonly embody the papermaker’s initials.
To date, I have studied about 1400 out of the 2100 works on paper known by Cézanne. For
several of the other 700, it was possible to identify watermarks thanks to high-resolution
images. However, as long as not all originals have been studied, it remains uncertain how
many more watermarks have so far escaped.
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registers for this period like the ones that are available for earlier centuries. 14
Zieske identified seven types of watermarks, and an additional twenty-five have
been documented since her study. 15 The invaluable advice of Louis André and
paper conservator Marian Dirda has made it possible to assign twenty-nine
out of the overall thirty-two types of watermarks to specific mills and brands. 16
Therefore, it is now possible to begin to group Cézanne’s loose drawing sheets
on the basis of their watermarks. Whereas some sheets stand alone, others are
part of larger groupings, consisting of up to forty-five (half-) sheets.
The variety of manufacturers illustrates that Cézanne – in contrast to some of
his colleagues – did not restrict himself to a specific mill or brand. 17 Nevertheless,
due to recurrence of some types it could be suggested that he had preferences.
It stands to reason that he bought his drawing paper à la main, that is in batches
of twenty-five sheets, since it would have been significantly less expensive and
more efficient than purchasing single sheets. 18 After carrying a batch to his
studio, he probably would have kept it on his desk or stored it in drawers or
portfolios, working on whichever sheet was at hand. While it cannot be excluded
that, from time to time, he would grab a leftover sheet from a batch bought
twenty years earlier, out of practical reasons this could hardly have been the
standard procedure. 19 In general terms, it seems more likely that he used paper
from the same pile within a relatively brief time span after acquiring it. For this
reason, this study maintains that drawings and watercolors done on paper of
the same brand are more closely related than hitherto assumed; no matter how
different their subject matter may be. 20 A group of twenty-two sheets is here
analyzed as a sample for investigating this assumption. Cézanne worked both
on the recto and on the verso sides of some sheets, which is why the group on
the whole consists of thirty drawings and watercolors. It can be considered as

14 For a vital study of French watermarks from the XVIIth and XVIIIth centuries, see Gaudriault 1995.
The standard reference for watermarks dating from 1282 to 1600 is Briquet 1907.
15 See Zieske 2002, 95–98; Ruppen 2018, 279–428, and table II.5.1.
16 See Ruppen 2018, 279–428.
17 Georges-Pierre Seurat, for example, almost exclusively worked on “MICHALLET” paper. The first
author to discuss this was Robert Herbert; see Herbert 1962, 46–53. For a more recent study,
see Buchberg 2007. On this topic, see also André’s contribution to the present anthology.
18 For more details, see Ruppen 2017b, 92–93.
19 For an example of an implicit suggestion of such a large timespan, see Ch 812 (dated by
Chappuis to 1881–1884) and RW 525 (dated by Rewald to circa 1900 [possibly earlier]) in the
appendix. Neither Chappuis nor Rewald were aware of the fact that both works were executed
on the same type of paper, which indicates a narrower range.
20 Ibid.
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representative for other watermark groups due to parallels in motifs as well as
of possible dates and places of execution. (Table). 21

Cézanne in Médan

A watercolor in the collection of the Kunsthaus Zurich and a graphite drawing
belonging to the Kupferstichkabinett of the Kunstmuseum Basel feature striking similarities in terms of the subjects depicted. Both of them show Médan,
a village located some 25 km northwest of Paris, where Cézanne’s childhood
friend Émile Zola (1840–1902) bought an estate in 1878. During the following
seven years, Cézanne paid Zola several visits. At least one painting and three
works on paper focus on the building or its immediate surroundings, always
showing the area from a point of view located on a small island in the Seine. 22
The Zurich watercolor depicts a rather broad angle in the horizontal plane
(fig. 1). The view is divided into five horizontal planes, beginning with the river
in the foreground, proceeding to its overgrown banks, continuing with blue and
red roofed buildings and tall trees in the middle ground, followed by a plateaulike hill and – finally – a cloudy sky. Meanwhile the Basel drawing appears to
be a close up of one of the buildings framed by trunks, without any indication
of the surroundings (fig. 2).
Detailed studies of these two works prove that, in addition to their similar
subjects, they also correspond on a material level. In both cases Cézanne worked
on thin laid paper. Its pronounced texture exposes a clearly visible grid of vertical
laid and horizontal chain lines, which stresses the accentuated strokes of the
pencil (fig. 3). 23 While Cézanne painted the watercolor on a half-sheet with the
watermark “PL BAS” (fig. 4), the support of the drawing is an irregular fragment
slightly larger than a quarter-sheet, with a watermark that reads “ED & Cie”
(fig. 5). 24 As André has indicated, these two watermarks came into use as main
mark and countermark, with their abbreviations referring to Émile Desloye and
Plancher-Bas respectively, where Desloye’s mill was located. 25
21 For a list of these thirty works, see the table in the appendix. Images of all works can be accessed
via the revised Online Catalogue Raisonné of Cézanne’s œuvre, issued by Walter Feilchenfeldt,
Jayne Warman and David Nash; see Feilchenfeldt/Warman/Nash 2014.
22 For information on the motif and an early image of the site, see Rewald 1996, entry no. 437.
23 Ruppen 2017a, 228. At that point, it had not yet been possible to verify that the Zurich watercolor
was executed on a paper with a matching watermark.
24 All four edges of the fragment were trimmed, suggesting that the support was trimmed
according to the drawing, possibly at a later date. On this, see Ruppen 2017a, 221. The third
related work on paper, a graphite drawing on laid paper nowadays in a private collection, has
not been studied yet; see Chappuis 1973, no. 786.
25 André 2011, 89.
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Fig. 1. Paul Cézanne. Le Château de Médan, 1879–1880. Graphite, gouache and watercolor on laid paper,
31.3 × 47.2 cm. Kunsthaus Zürich. RW 89. © Kunsthaus Zürich, Grafische Sammlung.

Fig. 2. Paul Cézanne. Paysage à Médan, arbres et chaumières, 1879–1880. Graphite
on laid paper, 26.4 x 30 cm. Kunstmuseum Basel, Kupferstichkabinett. Ch 787. ©
Kunstmuseum Basel, Foto: Martin P. Bühler.
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Fig. 3. Detail of fig. 2 in raking light, showing the interplay
between the texture of the laid paper and the graphite lines. ©
Kunstmuseum Basel, Foto: Martin P. Bühler.

Fig. 4. Detail of fig. 1 in transmitted light, showing the main mark “PL BAS”. © Kunsthaus Zürich,
Grafische Sammlung.
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Fig. 5. Detail of fig. 2 in transmitted light, showing the countermark “ED & Cie” in a cartouche.
© Kunstmuseum Basel, Foto: Martin P. Bühler.

Émile Desloye and his Paper Mill in Plancher-Bas

Little is known about Émile Desloye. 26 In the years around 1820 the brothers
Jean-Baptiste and Honoré Desloye founded a paper mill in Plancher-Bas in
Haute-Saône, 27 which was taken over, after the middle of the 19th century, by
Honoré’s son, Émile, who later collaborated with Édouard Terré, Honoré’s son
in law. 28 The mill enjoyed an excellent reputation and won several awards. 29
For instance, the report of the jury of the Exposition universelle in 1889 stated:

26 Unless otherwise noted, the subsequent information is taken from the Inventaire général
du patrimoine culturel de Haute-Saône, Ref. Mérimée IA70000170, accessible online: http://
patrimoine.bourgognefranchecomte.fr/connaitre-le-patrimoine/les-ressources-documentaires/
acces-aux-dossiers-dinventaire/etude/74ef9ea4-ba04-4f84-93f2-67b39c152b12.html
(03/10/2019).
27 Other than the Inventaire général mentioned above, Alfred Picard states that the mill was only
founded in 1822; see Picard 1891, 147.
28 For the participation of Édouard Terré, see Picard 1891, 147; [Le comité central] 1892, 299.
29 For a medal at the Exposition universelle de 1878, see André 2011, 89. For a silver medal in the
section of “Papeterie, reliure, matériel de la peinture et du dessin” at the Exposition universelle
de 1889, see Picard 1891, 147.
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[La fabrique] emploie 80 ouvriers et ouvrières, et fabrique des papiers blanc
d’impression, des papiers filigranés, des papiers à écrire dits moyen âge, blancs
et de couleur, des mandats et des papiers Ingres à dessin, qui sont appréciés
non seulement en France, mais aussi à l’étranger. 30

As a matter of fact, Desloye’s products were used by artists such as Honoré
Daumier (1808–1879), Camille Pissarro (1830–1903), Edgar Degas (1834–1917), Odilon Redon (1840–1916), Mary Cassatt (1844–1926), Vincent van Gogh (1853–1890)
and Georges-Pierre Seurat (1859–1891). 31 In 1890, the mill partly burnt down and
soon after, in 1892, Émile Desloye passed away. 32 After its reconstruction the
mill was known as “papeterie à la cuve Veuve Émile Desloye et Terré”, before it
went out of business shortly after 1900.
In Cézanne’s œuvre, countermarks referring to Desloye’s name have been
recorded seven times and their main mark “PL BAS” fifteen times. 33 The latter
appears eleven times placed centrally on a half-sheet and twice in a corner,
along one of the long edges of the original full sheet; for two sheets, the position
has yet to be determined. In contrast, all found examples of the lettering “EDC”
are placed in the middle of half sheets (fig. 7), whether they are the simplified
version consisting only of the three capital letters in italics (fig. 6) or the second
one, represented among others in the Basel sheet mentioned above. In the

30 Picard 1891, 147.
31 For Desloye paper used by Redon and Pissarro, see André 2011, 89. For an example of a sheet
used by Pissarro, see ibid., 88, fig. 4. Marian Dirda kindly pointed out the examples of color prints
by Cassatt on Desloye paper in the collection of the National Gallery of Art in Washington. For a
Desloye sheet used by Daumier, see a note in the Daumier register stating that drawing DR 11223
was executed on a paper carrying the watermark “PL BAS”; www.daumier.org/3.0.html#c1237
(08/12/2017). For an example used by Degas, see Perkinson 1984, 260; Perkinson separately
recorded an “ED & Cie” watermark in a cartouche (no. 7) and a “PL BAS” watermark (no. 13) as
supports for two different impressions of the same Degas print. For an example in the work
of Seurat, see Paquet 1997, 100. For Van Gogh, see Meedendorp 2007, 428.
32 See [Le comité central] 1892, 298.
33 For groupings of all works according to the different watermark versions, see the table in the
appendix. In addition, another group can be assigned to Desloye: On five half-sheets and one
fragment there is a watermark “J V”. In an e-mail from February 10, 2018, André has kindly pointed
me to a work by an unknown artist executed on a sheet with the watermark “PLANCH[ER BAS]”
and the countermark “J V” that allows to establish the connection to Desloye. “J V” could refer
to a previously unidentified Desloye client. It was customary for mills to produce on behalf
of dealers, specialist arts suppliers, publishers or artists, providing the respective papers with
signature watermarks; see André 2011, 89. On this group of works, see Ruppen 2019, 30–31. On
four examples in which Van Gogh used paper with a “J V” watermark, see Meedendorp 2007,
204, note 2.
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Fig. 6. Paul Cézanne. Arbres, ca. 1900 (1880–1890 ?) (detail in transmitted light, verso, showing the
countermark “EDC”). Watercolor and graphite on laid paper. 31 x 47.5 cm. Philadelphia, The Barnes
Foundation. RW 525. © 2019 The Barnes Foundation.

Fig. 7. Positions of main mark and countermark on a full raisin sheet. © graphic by the author.
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second version, the letters are placed within a cartouche, supplemented by an
ampersand sign and a superscript “ie” for compagnie (fig. 5). No sales catalogues
are known that would provide information about the various products Desloye
was offering. Accordingly, it has yet to be specified whether the two countermark
versions were made use of during the same period.
Two contemporary cultural outputs – a book and drawings by another
artist – offer valuable leads. The former is the first volume of Les Continuateurs
de Loret, collected and edited by James de Rothschild, and published in Paris
in 1881. 34 Whereas the first one hundred copies of the book were printed on
paper produced by the Dutch mill Van Gelder, an unspecified “papier vergé”
(laid paper) was used for the remaining five hundred. 35 The latter edition was
printed on full raisin sheets bearing the countermark “EDC” and the main
mark “PL BAS”. 36 The sheets were folded three times to form the gatherings of
the octavo book and prove that those five hundred second-rate copies were
produced with paper from Desloye. The book thus documents that this version
of the countermark was at hand by 1881 at the latest.
With regard to the other version, art historian Teio Meedendorp provides
a terminus post quem by pointing out that full sheets with the main mark “PL
BAS” and countermark “ED & Cie” in cartouche were used by Van Gogh as a
support as early as 1881. 37 Therefore, paper with this countermark must have
been readily available on the market in that year as well.
The dates of execution for the Van Gogh drawings match with the information given in the catalogue raisonné entries for the two Médan landscapes by
Cézanne: Adrien Chappuis and John Rewald date both works 1879 to 1880. 38
Considering the material connection, it seems likely that the half-sheet and the
34 Rothschild 1881.
35 On Van Gelder, see Voorn 1960, 488–489; 560–561.
36 I am grateful to Louis André for providing me with a sample sheet from that edition. This full
sheet includes pages 673–704 (printed in two columns). I checked copy no. 186 of the edition,
owned by the Universitätsbibliothek Frankfurt am Main (FL 286/500 R, Bd. 1). The paper used
for that copy exclusively shows “PL BAS” and “EDC” watermarks. The same is the case for copy
no. 178 of the second volume of the publication, issued in 1882 (FL 286/500 R, Bd. 2). However,
a no further specified copy of the third volume which was only published in 1899 is printed on
paper with Van Gelder Zonen watermarks (FL 286/500 R, Bd. 3).
37 For lists of works in the collection of the Kröller-Müller Museum that Van Gogh executed on
Desloye paper, see Meedendorp 2007, 427, 430. The earliest works Meedendorp points out
can be linked to a letter Van Gogh sent to his brother Theo on April 12, 1881; see ibid., 28–32.
38 Chappuis 1973, entry no. 787; Rewald 1983, entry no. 89. In the following, drawings recorded by
Chappuis are abbreviated as “Ch [no.],” watercolors recorded by Rewald as “RW [no.],” works
first recorded by Feilchenfeldt/Warman/Nash 2014 as “FWN [no.]”. The table in the appendix
furthermore lists the newly assigned FWN numbers for all works.
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fragment originate from the same sheet. Cézanne would carry a small supply
of materials to the island for practical reasons. On a particular day this could
have been a full sheet from Desloye that he cut in half once he had arrived at his
vantage point (fig. 8). Only a technical analysis of the two supports can determine
whether the paper quality is actually identical. In any case, it is revealing to note
that the drawing and the watercolor are closely connected not only because of
their subject, but also because of their support. This leads to the question of
whether the parallels between these two examples give indication to the time
and place of execution for other works Cézanne executed on Desloye paper.

Fig. 8. Possible reconstruction of a full raisin sheet consisting of figs. 1 and 2 according to main mark and
countermark (highlighted in red). © reconstruction by the author.
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The Desloye Paper Trace

The majority of the drawings and watercolors Cézanne rendered on paper
from Desloye – twenty-five out of the thirty – are landscapes. Some of them
can be dated quite precisely thanks to an identifiable site, such as the works
from Médan. For others, there is a wide range of possible locations and dates of
execution, and it is particularly with regard to those works that the watermarks
are of utmost relevance.
Cézanne mainly used Desloye paper in Provence. Two views show Gardanne,
located approximately 10 km south of his hometown Aix-en-Provence. 39 As
with Médan, only a small group of paintings and works on paper depict the
actual village. It is generally assumed that Cézanne drew and painted his views
of Gardanne between August 1885 and October 1886, when his future wife
Hortense Fiquet (1850–1922) and their son Paul Cézanne fils (1872–1947) were
living there, first in secret, hiding away from Cézanne’s father. 40 Cézanne is said
to have visited his partner and child daily, but to have walked back to Aix every
evening in order to spend the night with his parents.
Four graphite drawings on Desloye paper are possibly linked with those
daily promenades. All of them were discovered only after Chappuis’ catalogue
raisonné was published in 1973 and hence none were dated by him. 41 At least
two out of the four views can be located in the area between Gardanne and
Aix. One, executed on a half-sheet, depicts a building which François Chédeville
identified as the farm Bastide d’Encagnane, on the outskirts of Aix. 42 The other,
done on a quarter sheet, shows the southwest slope of the Montagne SainteVictoire in the background of a hilly plane with scattered houses and single
trees. 43 On the verso of the same quarter sheet Cézanne captured a two-story
house with two chimneys. It remains unclear whether the rising hill in the
background represents the Mont du Cengle, located immediately south of the
Montagne Sainte-Victoire, in the direction of Gardanne. There are numerous
other depictions of the area in Cézanne’s œuvre as he spent most of his life in
Aix and its surroundings. However, these examples can arguably be dated to
1885 or 1886 due to evidence about the paper support.
39 Ch 902/RW 248.
40 Cézanne’s father Louis-Auguste Cézanne (1798–1886) only learned about the relationship of
his son and Hortense Fiquet in the spring of 1886. Soon afterwards, on April 28, the couple
got married in Aix-en-Provence.
41 See the drawings FWN 1153, FWN 1205/FWN 1207 and Ch 457 verso in the table in the appendix.
42 FWN 1153. This recently discovered graphite drawing was not known to Chappuis. Cézanne
executed it on the verso of RW 525. On the identification of the building, see Chédeville 2015.
43 FWN 1207. This sheet was discovered only recently. Neither this drawing nor the one on the
verso (FWN 1205) were recorded by Chappuis.
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In Aix itself, Cézanne executed two views of the garden of his parents’ house,
the Jas de Bouffan, on Desloye paper. One of them, on a half sheet, shows the
Montagne Sainte-Victoire behind the stonewall surrounding the estate, partly
concealed by imposing chestnut trees. 44 The second view, done on another
quarter-sheet, lacks a comparable compositional highlight, being solely devoted
to a massive chestnut trunk and its branching in the foreground, and indicating
a low wall underneath a canopy of leaves in the background. 45 The Desloye
paper strengthens Rewald’s uncorroborated suggestion that the composition
was executed in the Jas.
On the verso of this quarter-sheet, Cézanne portrayed his son as a harlequin. 46
Cézanne fils later remembered sitting for carnival scenes in Paris when he was
sixteen years old, namely in 1888. Hence, provided he was correct and if the
drawing was done in one of the sessions he referred to, Cézanne used the same
paper support in Aix and in Paris alike. Paris is furthermore at least indirectly
represented on Desloye paper by a recently discovered drawing on the verso
of another half-sheet (fig. 9). In addition to the landscape with a building and
trees, this page includes a drawing of a male torso with head that can be newly
identified as a study after Charles-Antoine Coysevox’ (1640–1720) marble Berger
jouant de la flûte, kept in the Louvre. 47 Cézanne frequently drew in the galleries
of the Louvre, yet only five other studies of this particular sculpture are known
to date, and only one of them shows the faun from a similar perspective. 48
Unless Cézanne took the latter, nowadays cropped drawing (or another, not
preserved or yet identified one) as a model, the recently discovered drawing
can be used to demonstrate that he worked on Desloye paper in the capital. 49

44
45
46
47

RW 263.
RW 110.
Ch 938.
This graphite drawing was only recently discovered. It was not recorded by Chappuis and is
reproduced here for the first time (FWN 1525). For the recto, see Ch 457. For the sculpture, see
Charles-Antoine Coysevox. Berger jouant de la flute, 1709. Marble, 178 x 84.5 x 101 cm. Paris,
Musée du Louvre, département des sculptures, Inv. MR 1820. This sculpture entered the Louvre’s
collection in 1870. For a comparative image, see Chappuis 1973, vol. I, 168, fig. 86.
48 Two drawings were done in sketchbooks; FWN 3002-18a (Ch 592) and FWN 3003-45b. A recently
discovered trimmed drawing, that shows the faun from a similar perspective, was executed on
a laid paper fragment without a watermark; FWN 2129. Two additional laid paper fragments
have not been studied yet; FWN 2148, FWN 2149 (Ch 591).
49 This is not necessarily the case for the recto of the same sheet; Ch 457. That page of studies
combines drawings after a not yet identified mantel clock and after a painting by Peter Paul
Rubens (1577–1640) of which Cézanne owned a photograph according to Joachim Gasquet;
see Gasquet 1921, 46. For the painting, see Peter Paul Rubens. Débarquement de Marie de
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Fig. 9. Paul Cézanne. Feuille d’études avec paysage et le Berger jouant de la
flûte d’après Coysevox, 1880–1890? Graphite on paper, 46.3 × 30.8 cm. Private
Collection. FWN 1525. (Verso of fig. 10a). © photograph by Bettina Bünte.

This half-sheet is distinct from other sheets with watermarks from Desloye’s
mill in that it shows easily noticeable, regular tears along one of its longer
edges, which suggests that it was taken from a pad (fig. 10a/b). Contemporary
sales catalogues advertised different types of sketching blocks and pads, yet
most of these came glued along the edges. 50 The tears on the present sheet,
on the contrary, are more reminiscent of a sketchbook binding. Similar traces
Médicis au port de Marseille le 3 novembre 1600, 1621–1625. Oil on canvas, 394 x 295 cm. Paris,
Musée du Louvre, département des Peintures, INV 1774.
50 On contemporary sketching blocks, see Schenck 2005, 62. See also the products advertised
in Sennelier 1904, 93.
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Fig. 10a. Paul Cézanne. Feuille d’études avec pendule et une naïade, 1876–1879 (1880–1890 ?). Graphite
on paper, 46.3 × 30.8 cm. Private Collection. Ch 457. (Recto of fig. 9). © photograph by Bettina Bünte.

Fig. 10b. Detail of fig. 10a, showing regular tears along the lower edge. © photograph by Bettina Bünte.

on other half-sheets used by Cézanne imply, that full sheets were sometimes
folded and simply stitched together, either by Cézanne himself or by a supplier.
Other than standard blocks and pads, from which one had to cut off the top
sheet with a knife, such handmade ones facilitated an easy removal by hand. 51
51 Its origin from a handmade pad would also be an explanation for this sheet being a (now faded)
blue paper whereas except for Ch 742A, for which Chappuis noted a “gray-blue laid paper,” all
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No other sheet with a Desloye watermark studied so far shows similar tears. 52
Still, already this single half-sheet suggests that Cézanne bought paper from
that brand at different occasions, both à la main and as a pad.

Conclusion

On the basis of the evidence presented here, it can be assumed that Cézanne’s
use of Desloye paper spans roughly ten years: the earliest date is given by the
Médan views, done around 1880; the latest, by a view of Émagny, near the Swiss
border, where Cézanne and his family sojourned in order to visit Hortense’s
relatives in 1890. 53 The views of Gardanne from 1885 to 1886 and the studies
most likely done in Paris around 1888 fall in-between. In addition, there are
several works for which numerous years come into question, for example, the
two graphite drawings and the gouache showing the fishing village L’Estaque
where Cézanne was a regular visitor during all his life. 54 A few possible dates
also exist for a view of the Montagne Sainte-Victoire with pine trees in the left
foreground and for additional subjects from the Aix surroundings. 55 Taking into
account that in each case the support is a Desloye paper, one can suppose that
those works were also done between 1880 and 1890. 56 Accordingly, the same
can be assumed with regard to the ones for which no place of execution has
been determined, for example for three forest interiors, a view of a road lined
with trees, studies of trees, and one of a flourishing plant, as well as for two
renderings of bathers and a portrait of Hortense Cézanne sewing. 57

52
53
54
55
56
57

other examples of Desloye paper found in Cézanne’s œuvre are white. Standard blocks and
pads usually consisted of only one type of paper whereas a self-made one possibly included
different types, thus similar to sketchbooks which often comprised signatures of colored paper,
commonly located in the center. On these sections of different colored paper in general, see
André 2011, 92; for information with regard to sketchbooks used by Cézanne, see Seger 2017,
236. On a sketching block Van Gogh had made himself, see Meedendorp 2007, 204, note 2.
To date, I have studied 17 of the 22 sheets, whereof in eight cases the edges were trimmed.
On the images available of four out of the five remaining sheets the edges are either cropped
or hidden behind a mat.
RW 343. On the identification of Émagny, see Hurtu 2013, 110.
Ch 812, Ch 816, RW 116.
See RW 395 and RW 259.
See the table in the appendix for suggested adjustments of the dating.
The forest interiors are RW 151/RW 233 and RW 525. The road lined with trees is FWN 1268 (on
the verso of RW 343). Studies of trees are Ch 1188 (also including a portrait of Hortense sleeping)
and RW 403. The study of a plant is RW 219. The studies of bathers are Ch 514 and RW 119. The
portrait of Hortense Cézanne sewing is Ch 729.
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A map of Cézanne’s usage of Desloye paper thus covers Paris, the Île-deFrance, various spots in Provence, and even the border region between France
and Switzerland (fig. 11). For the time being, this suggests that Cézanne carried
one batch of paper comparable to a sketchbook over a timespan of ten years,
which seems unlikely for practical reasons. The different versions of Desloye
watermarks in addition to the different origins of the sheets, ascertainable by
the tears detected on one half-sheet, rather indicate to the fact that he bought
at least two batches at different moments.

Fig. 11. Map of France showing the location of Desloye’s mill and all so far identified places of execution
for Cézanne drawings and watercolors on paper produced there. © graphic by the author.

Up to now, two groups can be distinguished for the main mark and the
countermark respectively (cf. table): The “ED & Cie” countermark in a cartouche
decorates a fragment, a half-sheet, and a full sheet, with one work being dedicated to Médan, two to L’Estaque, and one to the study of a plant. The “EDC”
countermark has been recorded on another half-sheet depicting L’Estaque as
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well as on a quarter-sheet with a view of the area between Aix and Gardanne
on the recto and another landscape possibly located nearby on the verso. Furthermore, this watermark is visible on a half-sheet on which Cézanne captured
Encagnane near Aix on one side and a forest interior on the other side, plus,
finally, on a half-sheet with a view of the Montagne Sainte-Victoire. The “EDC”
watermark is therefore exclusively linked with Provence, whereas the former
version, “ED & Cie,” appears on supports for works produced in Provence same
as in Paris and the Île-de-France.
With respect to the main mark “PL BAS”, the two half-sheets on which it is
placed in a corner show unidentifiable studies of trees or forest interiors. The
range of subjects represented on sheets with the watermark in a central position
ranges from studies of other artworks to compositions of bathers, the portraits
of Hortense sewing, Cézanne fils as a harlequin, and landscapes of Médan,
Aix-en-Provence, Gardanne and Émagny. The production of this group thus
supposedly covers the full ten-year time span and (aside from L’Estaque) the full
geographic area represented by Cézanne’s works on Desloye paper. However,
thorough technological analysis of each of the twenty-two sheets would likely
enable one to convert especially this subgroup into finer divisions, hence enabling the possibility of narrowing down the time span and places in question.
Cézanne’s works on paper are nowadays spread across miscellaneous collections worldwide. Consequently, there is hardly ever an opportunity for direct
comparison of paper qualities. The findings presented above may encourage
some institutions to issue detailed photographs of watermarks that would reveal
slight differences of single letters, and by doing so, would permit researchers to
distinguish different lines of Émile Desloye’s mill’s production. Thread counting
analysis of canvases has enabled startling findings such as the identification of
paintings by Van Gogh that were proven to stem from the same roll of canvas
and were thus probably painted within a short interval of time. 58 Issuing images
of works on paper in transmitted or raking light would require a comparatively
small effort, while promising equally spectacular results. Such analysis would
clarify, for instance, whether some works were actually done on sheets formed on
the same mold and whether some half-sheets or fragments may even originate
from the same full raisin sheet.
Considering corresponding supports reveals interrelations between works
sometimes depicting seemingly unrelated subjects. This material approach is
of particular importance since Cézanne’s output has so far mainly been studied
according to genres. Material connections instead encourage the understanding
58 See Hendriks et al. 2013.
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of portraits, bathers, studies after sculptures, still lifes, and landscapes within
the dynamics of a complex artistic practice. Study of the support thus not only
helps to place each work within Cézanne’s œuvre, but also provides new insights
into his working procedure. On this account, the examples discussed here
encourage a fresh approach to the works of his contemporaries on the basis
of the paper support. This method may eventually result in a revised history of
19th century draftsmanship, not least promising a better understanding of both
the artistic usage and the circulation of paper.
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Table: Cézanne Works on Laid Paper from Émile Desloye
Dates given below are taken from Chappuis 1973 and Rewald 1983; suggested adaptions are
added in red. Measurements and information concerning versos are asterisked if not checked
by the author in front of the original.

“EDC” (central)
1. Ch 812 (FWN 1107) : Paul Cézanne. Vue de l’Estaque, 1881–1884. Graphite. Verso: blank.
White laid paper, 31 x 44.8 cm (trimmed half-sheet). Private collection.
2. RW 395 (FWN 1357) : Paul Cézanne. La Montagne Sainte-Victoire, ca. 1895 (1880–1890 ?). Graphite and
watercolor. Verso: blank.
White laid paper, 30.5 x 46.5 cm (half-sheet). New York, Morgan Library and Museum.
3.a) FWN 1153 : Paul Cézanne. Encagnane et le Pilon du Roi, ca. 1885. Graphite.
3.b) RW 525 (FWN 1433): Paul Cézanne. Arbres, ca. 1900 (1880–1890?). Graphite and watercolor.
White laid paper, 31 x 47.5 cm (half-sheet). Philadelphia, Barnes Foundation.
4.a) FWN 1207 : Paul Cézanne. Environs d’Aix ? ca. 1886. Graphite.
4.b) FWN 1205 : Paul Cézanne. Paysage, ca. 1886. Graphite.
White laid paper, 23.4 x 30.9 cm (quarter-sheet). Private collection.
“ED & Cie” in a cartouche (central)
5. Ch 787 (FWN 1062) : Paul Cézanne. Paysage à Médan, arbres et chaumières, 1879–1880. Graphite.
Verso: blank.
White laid paper, 26.4 x 30 cm (fragment). Kunstmuseum Basel, Kupferstichkabinett.
6.a) Ch 816 (FWN 1112) : Paul Cézanne. Vue de l’Estaque, 1882–1885. Graphite.
6.b) RW 219 (FWN 1927) : Paul Cézanne. Eglantines, 1885–1888. Graphite and watercolor.
White laid paper, * according to Chappuis 1973: 44 x 26 cm (trimmed half-sheet); according to Rewald
1983: 70 x 50 cm (larger than a full sheet; the proportions of the sheet shown in reproductions make
Chappuis’ statement more probable). * Private collection.
7. RW 116 (FWN 1057) : Paul Cézanne. Toits de l’Estaque, 1878–1882. Graphite, gouache and watercolor.
Verso: blank.
White laid paper, 31.3 x 47.4 cm (half-sheet). Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans van Beuningen.
“PL BAS” (central)
8.a) Ch 457 (FWN 2271) : Paul Cézanne. Feuille d’études, 1876–1879 (1880–1890 ?). Graphite.
8.b) FWN 1525 : Paul Cézanne. Paysage ; d’après Coysevox : Faune jouant de la flûte, n. d. (1880–1890 ?).
Graphite.
Blue laid paper, 30.8 x 46.3 cm (half-sheet). Private collection.
9. Ch 514 (FWN 2030) : Paul Cézanne. Quatre baigneuses, 1879–1882. Graphite. Verso: blank.
White laid paper, 20.3 x 22.3 cm (fragment). Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans van Beuningen.
10. Ch 729 (FWN 1735) : Paul Cézanne. Madame Cézanne cousant, ca. 1880. Graphite. Verso: blank.
White laid paper, 47.3 x 31 cm (half-sheet). London, Courtauld Gallery.
11.a) Ch 902 (FWN 1157) : Paul Cézanne. Vue de Gardanne, 1885–1886. Graphite.
11.b) RW 248 (FWN 1156) : Paul Cézanne. Gardanne, le vieux pont, 1885–1886. Graphite and watercolor.
White laid paper, 20.8 x 30.8 cm (fragment). New York, Museum of Modern Art.
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12.a) Ch 938 (FWN 1747) : Paul Cézanne. Étude pour Mardi gras, ca. 1888. Graphite.
12.b) RW 110 (FWN 1049) : Paul Cézanne. Marronniers du Jas de Bouffan, 1878–1880 (1880–1890 ?).
Graphite and watercolor.
White laid paper, 24.5 x 30.6 cm (quarter-sheet). Paris, Musée d’Orsay, held in the Musée du Louvre,
département des arts graphiques.
13. Ch 1188 (FWN 2317) : Paul Cézanne. Madame Cézanne (La Dormeuse), 1897–1900 (1880–1890 ?).
Graphite and watercolor. Verso: unknown.
White laid paper, * 31.2 x 47 cm (half-sheet). * Private collection.
14.a) FWN 1268 : Paul Cézanne. Allée, n. d. (1880–1890 ?). Graphite.
14.b) RW 343 (FWN 1257) : Paul Cézanne. Bourg avec église, ca. 1890. Graphite and watercolor.
White laid paper, 31.2 x 48.3 cm (half-sheet). Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett.
15. RW 89 (FWN 1061) : Paul Cézanne. Le Château de Médan, 1879–1880. Graphite, gouache and
watercolor. Verso: blank.
White laid paper, 31.3 x 47.2 cm (half-sheet). Zurich, Kunsthaus.
16. RW 119 (FWN 2031) : Paul Cézanne. Baigneur debout, ca. 1880. Graphite and watercolor. Verso:
blank; offset from a letter.
White laid paper, 29.7 x 25.1 cm (fragment). Vienna, Albertina.
17. RW 259 (FWN 1229) : Paul Cézanne. Cabane de chasse en Provence, 1887–1890. Graphite and
watercolor. Verso: blank.
White laid paper, 31 x 47 cm (half-sheet). Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans van Beuningen.
18. RW 263 (FWN 1180) : Paul Cézanne. La Montagne Sainte-Victoire vue par-delà le mur du Jas de
Bouffan, 1885–1888. Graphite and watercolor. Verso: blank.
White laid paper, 47.2 x 30.5 cm (half-sheet). Washington, D. C., National Gallery of Art.
“PL BAS” (edge)
19.a) RW 151 (FWN 1101) : Paul Cézanne. Rochers et arbres, 1880–1885. Graphite and watercolor.
19.b) RW 233 (FWN 1094) : Paul Cézanne. La Futaie, 1880–1885. Watercolor.
White laid paper, 29 x 46 cm (trimmed half-sheet). Philadelphia Museum of Art.
20. RW 403 (FWN 1307) : Paul Cézanne. Esquisse de trois pins, 1890–1895 (1880–1890 ?). Watercolor.
Verso unknown.
White laid paper, * 48 x 31 cm (half-sheet). * Private collection.
“PL BAS” (position unknown)
21. Ch 742 : Paul Cézanne. La carrière, ca. 1873 (1880–1890 ?). Graphite and pastel. Verso: blank. *
Gray-blue laid paper, * 27 x 46 cm (trimmed half-sheet). * Present whereabouts unknown.
The existence of a watermark on this sheet was registered by Chappuis but has not been verified.
22. RW 97 (FWN 1244) : Paul Cézanne. Paysage fluvial avec arbres et buissons, 1888–1890. Graphite and
watercolor. Verso: unknown.
White laid paper, * 31.2 x 48.1 cm (half-sheet). * Copenhagen, Statens Museum for Kunst.
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